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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor:

Thank you for reviewing our resubmission of MS:1921179967433384. According to your require, we have read the your comment carefully. Then, we revised again and made the reply to you as follows.

Question1: Abstract: In two places, 'maybe' should be 'may'
Answer1: Thanks for the advice. We have done it.

Question2: Page 11: Instead of 'The rest two months' might say, 'Treatments will be given 15 times a month for the remaining two months'? Statistical Methods section: Might change the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel sentence to 'An analysis using the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel procedure will be done to asses center effect.'
Answer2: Thanks for the advice. We have done it.

Question3: Page 12: In the heading and the first sentence, it should be 'Dropped or Missing Data' not 'Drop or'
Answer3: Thanks for the advice. We have done it.

Question4: Page 13: 'parameter' (referring to the delta) should be singular, not plural Page 17: In one place, 'acupoint' was spelled 'aupoint'
Answer4: Thanks for the advice. We have done it.

Question5: Page 17: In two or three places, commas were used instead of periods at the ends of sentences.
Answer5: Thanks for the advice. We have done it in three places.